[Instantaneous alteration of the dog heart contractility under instantaneous change in the stimulation rhythm].
Isolated canine heart has an expressed ability for an instantaneous alteration in the sense of re-tuning, of contractility (of the speed of mechanical restitution in diastolic period) under instantaneous change of stimulation rhythm. Postextrasystolic potentiation reflects instantaneous rising of the speed of mechanical restitution under the influence of extrasystole in the condition of instantaneous transition to a higher rhythm. Depression of contractility reflects instantaneous decreasing of the speed of mechanical restitution under the influence of delayed stimulus in the condition of instantaneous transition to a slower rhythm. Alteration (re-tuning) of heart contractility occurred irrespective of the influence of neurohumoral factor and Frank-Starling law on the work of the heart. Alteration (re-tuning) of contractility occurs at an organ (cell) level.